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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The demands for greater visibility on organisational spend 

patterns as well as corporate governance have prompted the need 

for the management of payment processes to mature from basic 

transaction reporting to complete visibility and analysis of all 

transactional data. Expense management platforms, traditionally 

dedicated to travel and entertainment (T&E) expenditure, are 

making way for a new frontier of management processes.

Today’s total transaction management systems have evolved 

to provide a single integrated platform which captures a 

broader array of transactions. This supports reporting from 

a uniform set of business rules, and built-in compliance with 

organisation policies – all hosted in a “Software as a Service” 

(SaaS) environment.

As all payment methods are automatically imported into the 

integrated platform, the collected data can be analysed and 

reported on a timely basis, allowing organisations to extract the 

information they require, whenever they need it. Organisations 

are able to automatically produce intelligent, exception-based 

reports that allow for measurement and comparison against 

defined business rules. This gives them greater control over 

employee spending and enables them to better identify potential 

cost savings. 

A streamlined and simplified total transaction management 

system can boost efficiencies, as organisations are able to focus on 

delivering growth and adding value, instead of allocating valuable 

resources to transactional activities. Furthermore, the progression 

towards improved transaction management processes aligns 

with the management’s pursuit of good governance in enterprise 

organisations, providing visibility into employee spend on a global 

scale and the ability to detect and prevent fraudulent activities. 

Likewise, public sector entities can employ transaction 

management platforms to increase transparency and demonstrate 

value for public monies.

Traditional expense management processes are also being 

extended by total transaction management to include 

pre-purchase activities and online reconciliation, extending 

the value of the platform and delivering further processing 

efficiencies and savings.



As we transit into an era of digital currency - cash-free 

transactions, mobile wallets and online payments - there is 

an increasing need for organisations to adopt flexibility in 

their transaction management approach. Total transaction 

management represents such an opportunity, incorporating 

flexibility and at the same time ensuring value creation through 

effective cost management, increased process efficiency and an 

environment of enhanced governance.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, senior executives, both in the public and private 

sector, have come to appreciate the value of understanding 

organisational spend data and spending patterns. With demands 

for greater executive scrutiny of organisational spend patterns 

and organisational requirements, many organisations have 

openly embraced the benefits delivered through expense 

management systems that provide context for analysis 

around key areas of spend. Such systems have assisted in 

capturing spend that was previously considered maverick or 

untraceable through existing systems, and turn a spotlight on 

the organisation’s “spend under management”. In particular, the 

deployment of corporate and purchasing cards has improved 

traceability of expenditure, and, when used in conjunction with 

expense management tools, boosts the number of transactions 

tracked electronically.

Consider, however, recent scandals in the United Kingdom, 

New Zealand and Australia, involving government officials and 

parliamentary ministers misusing official payment cards and 

breaching guidelines for permitted expenses. Such examples 

illustrate the risks at hand when spend data is not readily 

available. Having visibility of organisational expenses and 

spend, and linking these into policies and guidelines, presents 

an improved scenario for managing risks, maintaining good 

governance and promoting prudent financial management and 

public accountability for expenditure.

An opportunity now exists to move beyond current expense 

management approaches toward total transaction management, 

using systems that integrate payment data from multiple 

sources, including and beyond corporate and purchasing cards, 

into a single platform for consolidation, analysis and reporting. 

Such systems take expense management to the next level, 

not just by incorporating data from multiple payment sources, 

but by integrating corporate policies, automation and systems 

and delivering reporting uniformity. This assists in broadening 

the visibility of the benefits and value that total transaction 

management delivers across the organisation – where, 

traditionally, the benefits of an expense management platform 

would be experienced by finance stakeholders and a few end 

users, total transaction management provides value across all 

personnel, including senior executives. For the user and the 

organisation, this presents significant opportunities across three 

key drivers of business value:

• Cost management: Total transaction management boosts 

spend visibility, streamlines transactions, and improves 

reporting, which can directly contribute to managing and 

improving your organisation’s cost base.

• Process efficiency: The use of a single, integrated platform 

that incorporates streamlined workflows, automated 

approvals and data input, assists in promoting efficiencies 

within the payments process, providing benefits at both the 

organisational and user level.

• Governance: To promote adherence to procurement 

policies and protect your organisation’s spend base from 

fraudulent behaviour, total transaction management 

assists with prudent financial management, centralised 

visibility and tracking of expenses, and in-built policy 

compliance functionality.

This white paper details the value that total transaction 

management can deliver across these three areas, and provides 

recommendations for achieving a successful integration of 

payment data into a single platform.



TOTAL TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT – 
THE EVOLUTION 

Across the public and private sector, for organisations large 

and small, the management of payment processes continues 

to evolve and mature from basic transaction processing to 

full traceability and management of transactions. Be it small 

business, medium-sized national firms, public sector agencies 

or large global multinationals, the transition from merely paying 

vendors to full visibility of payments, and associated analytical 

tools, is underway. Yet, while many organisations have adopted 

forms of expense management to track and analyse spend 

in particular areas, the future will focus on total transaction 

management, to gain control across all payment processes. 

The diagram below illustrates the evolution of total transaction 

management.

For many years, transaction management focused primarily 

around simple invoice payments and accounts payable 

processing. Invoices were matched with orders, approved by the 

appropriate signatory, and suppliers were paid. 

From this base, organisations woke to the fact that spend data 

and reporting could be a useful tool in managing and reducing 

organisational costs. The growth of corporate procurement as 

a centralised, professional function that strategically reviews 

and manages an organisation’s spend portfolio has helped the 

payments function to evolve in capturing greater spend data, 

and undertaking a degree of analysis against company spend. 

Organisations have captured invoicing and payments data 

either through existing financial systems, or through specialist 

spend management tools, to classify and segment spend data 

by categories of expenditure, and by vendor. As such, a 

market emerged for targeted spend reporting systems, and 

competition now exists primarily at a global level between major 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) providers and specialist 

spend management tools.

One of the key assumptions with regard to spend reporting is 

that it captures an organisation’s total expenditure. 

Spend reporting tools often fail to appropriately categorise 

100 per cent of organisational spend – this can be due to 

incorrect coding of invoices to appropriate General Ledger (GL) 

categories, coding of invoices to “Miscellaneous” GL categories, 

or maverick spending outside of purchasing policies. In efforts 

to track and trace organisational spend, many organisations 

have adopted corporate and purchasing cards for low value 

expenditure. Applying the 80/20 rule across organisational 

expenditure, corporate and purchasing cards capture the 80 

per cent of transactions that occur for low value transactional 

purchases. These cards hold a number of benefits for capturing 

organisational spend once deployed – in particular, usage of 

corporate and purchasing cards provides visibility of spend 

data that may have previously been untraceable, and allows 

for greater control and management of purchases against 

corporate policies. 

For management of specific elements of corporate expenditure, 

many organisations have deployed targeted expense 

management systems that focus on profiling all spend within 

a defined stream. Expense management systems that assist 

organisations in profiling travel and entertainment (T&E) 

expenditure have been popular and highly successful, and 

competition abounds for such systems. The success of these 

systems is frequently facilitated by the deployment of corporate 

and purchasing cards that allow for fast, efficient payment 

of employee travel expenses. Similar systems have also been 

adopted for managing telecommunications and I.T., among 

other categories.

Such systems work by capturing all expenses made through 

corporate and purchasing cards, and automatically matching 

these expenses to pre-defined categories within the expense 

management system. Expense reports are then produced for 

employee expenses, which can then be issued for approval 

to managers via workflows. The input data can then be 

analysed to highlight key areas of spend, and opportunities 

for cost improvement.

TRADITIONAL APPROACH NEW APPROACH



THE NEW FRONTIER   

Expense management platforms have proven to be valuable 

tools in tracking and managing specific areas of spend. However, 

one of the key challenges stems from the use of multiple 

expense management systems to manage particular elements 

of spend. For example, an organisation may deploy separate 

expense systems to track travel, telecommunications, I.T. and out 

of pocket reimbursements. Such systems, while valuable in their 

own right, often work independently of ERP and finance systems, 

with limited connectivity between systems. 

Similarly, one key restriction of current expense management 

systems is their ability to capture and track transactions paid 

by means other than corporate and purchasing cards. With 

change in payment mechanisms and processes anticipated over 

coming years, expense management systems will require in-built 

flexibility to capture transaction and payment data from a range 

of payment sources. 

Expense management platforms are addressing these limitations 

by broadening the scope of transactions under management, 

eliminating the need to operate multiple, independent 

systems. The use of a single expense management platform 

to automatically capture all expenses and transactions will 

provide organisations with a single automated data capture and 

reporting tool to manage spend and compliance with corporate 

policies. In addition, with the range of payment mechanisms 

in use, the new frontier of expense management platforms 

incorporates payment flexibility as part of the system DNA, 

allowing for a broader scope of transactions to be managed by 

these systems.

With greater flexibility comes a perceived increase in the risk 

of payment fraud and misuse of corporate funds by employees. 

The link to corporate policies and business rules within expense 

management systems becomes critical, particularly in the 

modern audit environment, where transparency and traceability 

is key. The new frontier of total transaction management 

ensures expense management systems have requisite 

built-in functionality to link into corporate policies and business 

rules. Should a user make a transaction or incur an expense 

outside these rules, an alert is raised, and exception reports 

are produced.

Throughout the transaction evolution, the role of the end user 

has been crucial to the overall success of the system. For any 

payment and transaction system, end user functionality is 

critical – making sure the system is simple, easy to use and 

provides a benefit to the user will contribute to its success. 

With many users incurring payments while travelling, facilitating 

mobile expense reporting via smart phone applications and 

reducing dependency on paper-based reporting will encourage 

timely reporting of expenses, and allow for fast detection of 

fraudulent or questionable transactions, in conjunction with the 

financial institution issuing the payment product.

Linking into this new frontier is the transformation from 

managing a system to delivering a solution that meets business 

outcomes. Organisations are no longer required to commit to 

installing pieces of software on the organisation’s network or 

on individual terminals: with the advent of cloud computing and 

remote server management, expense management platforms are 

now hosted outside the organisation in the “cloud”. This permits 

universal access to the expense management platforms, and 

allows for software updates to occur in real time, rather than 

relying on the organisation or user to update software as new 

versions become available. Total transaction management sits at 

the forefront of “Software as a Service” (SaaS) – as organisations 

realise the benefits from managing all expense and payment 

transactions through a single, unified system, so too do the 

benefits of “cloud” storage become apparent.



BUILDING THE BUSINESS CASE FOR TOTAL 
TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT 

Embracing the benefits of total transaction management 

presents organisations with an opportunity to create value 

across the Procure-to-Pay spectrum. Both large and small 

organisations are realising that data visibility, process 

automation and solid system controls can support the 

imperative for strong financial management, and are assessing 

ways in which this can be delivered in increasingly resource-

constrained environments.

As a business solution, total transaction management serves to 

meet numerous business requirements for organisations at all 

levels of maturity. Depending on business specific requirements, 

total transaction management can deliver benefits to support 

three key business outcomes of cost management, process 

efficiency and governance. While the issues that impact 

specific industries may vary, these three business drivers offer a 

platform on which to build the business case for broadening and 

improving transaction management.

VALUE OF ... COST MANAGEMENT
Particularly within the current economic environment, effective 

cost management is imperative to delivering business benefits 

that serve to grow the top line while protecting the bottom 

line. Understanding your organisation’s spend portfolio is the 

critical first step in effectively managing costs. Total transaction 

management improves the available spend and transaction data, 

and provides the context for the organisation to develop targeted 

cost management strategies.

CAPTURING TRANSACTION DATA   

Beyond your organisation’s ERP system, total transaction 

management platforms provide streamlined systems to access 

a broader array of transaction data. This breadth is essential 

in truly understanding your organisation’s spend base, which 

can then be used to identify areas for potential cost savings. 

1 Visa Procure-to-Pay benchmark survey, Australia 2006 – Clients with manual procure-to-pay processes

When integrated to suit your organisation’s requirements, 

total transaction management ensures transaction data is 

appropriately captured under correct categories of spend, 

allowing for improved spend analysis and reporting. The data 

capture is a crucial component of the process, as accurate 

data allows for improved spend analysis and, ultimately, better 

determination of potential cost savings opportunities.

For procurement functions, access to accurate spend data is 

vital. Capturing a broader array of data can present opportunities 

for supplier consolidation, identify particular consumption 

patterns and spend trends, and assess adherence to 

organisational procurement policies and purchasing procedures.

INTEGRATING COMMERCIAL CARD AND NON-CARD DATA   

Total transaction management systems are designed to 

encompass all payment methods, not just transactions 

conducted using corporate and purchasing cards. This 

integration can provide a benefit for not just broadening 

the scope of spend data captured through the transaction 

management system, but also for understanding whether 

current payment mechanisms are suitable for the transaction 

type. Integrated spend data available through transaction 

management systems can highlight inefficient purchasing 

practices, to help deliver indirect cost savings to the 

organisation’s operating base.

A classic example is procure-to-pay process costs, particularly 

for low value transactions – many organisations create and 

process a considerable number of purchase orders and invoices 

for purchases below the typical low value threshold of $1,000. 

The procure-to-pay process incurs significant administrative 

costs – a Visa study found that the average end-to-end process 

cost can be reduced from A$65.38 per transaction to A$13.30 

per transaction by shifting low value transactions to purchasing 

cards1. Reducing the invoice processing burden by transitioning 

low value purchases onto corporate and purchasing cards can 

result in indirect organisational cost benefits. 



At an executive level, data integration and the associated cost 

and processing efficiencies provide total transaction management 

systems with an attractive value proposition for improving 

organisational practices and processes. For the Chief Financial 

Officer, integrating transaction data and improving payment 

processes presents a financial incentive to drive efficiency. 

In addition, the predictability of upcoming payments assists with 

organisational cash flow planning. For the Chief Information 

Officer, streamlining systems drives a reduction in transaction 

costs, allowing for better allocation of system resources.

REPORTING IMPROVEMENTS  

Effective cost management relies not just on accurate and 

comprehensive spend data, but on the ability to extract the data 

to meet specific organisational reporting requirements. Targeted 

spend reports for business units, categories and suppliers assist 

in identifying opportunities to rein in costs, and to focus on 

specific parts of the organisation that are failing to comply with 

organisational mandates.

Total transaction management systems provide rich functionality 

for reporting spend and expenses. The current expense 

management platforms, particularly those for travel and 

expenditure, excel at extracting relevant spend reports that 

highlight total spend, trends and breakdowns by regions or 

business units. Total transaction management systems leverage 

these reporting systems, allowing users to extract reports across 

broader categories of spend. For cost centre owners, such 

reporting provides visibility of expenses, and presents data on 

funds allocation. This can be of benefit in reconciling against 

budgeted spend allocations, and can further highlight where 

reductions may be required.

For travel managers, the additional reporting beyond corporate 

card expenditure for travel and entertainment provides more 

comprehensive reporting, and can act as an additional check 

point for adherence to company travel policies.

VALUE OF ... PROCESS EFFICIENCY
Across all parts of an organisation, streamlined, efficient 

processes enable employees to focus on core business 

functions, removing the transactional “noise” that can often 

be a distraction from value-adding, strategic activities. Process 

discipline can be an enabler for driving data accuracy, faster 

transactions and emphasising “one version of the truth” across 

payments and expenses.

For managing organisational spend, total transaction 

management presents an opportunity to improve process 

efficiency, by simplifying and streamlining payments, approvals 

and reporting through a single, integrated channel. Such 

initiatives can assist in reducing processing and administration 

for payments, eliminate paper-based invoicing and facilitate 

more flexible and robust receivables and payments processes. 

Particularly for Shared Services and Accounts Payable functions, 

this can lead to a reduced administrative burden, allowing for a 

deployment of resources and company funds to other functions 

to add greater value to the organisation.

SINGLE PLATFORM  

Total transaction management systems are designed to 

operate as a single, integrated system for management of an 

organisation’s total spend portfolio. The advantages of operating 

a single platform are numerous. Firstly, total transaction 

management eliminates the need to maintain and update 

multiple systems. A single system can provide all the relevant 

input data, analysis and reporting, without the need to reference 

across or update multiple data sources. Reducing the duplication 

of data helps to streamline processes at both the input and 

output end. 

In addition, a potential cost saving opportunity exists to 

consolidate and reduce organisational spend on systems by 

operating a single platform for managing total spend rather than 

multiple, disparate expense management systems. Maintenance 

and support for a single platform also offers systems management 

benefits, and reduces the potential for systems downtime issues 

to impact business operations.

Reporting uniformity is another key benefit from operating a 

single platform for total transaction management. Consistency in 

reporting for payments and expenses supports the “one version 

of the truth” principle, and ensures that all business units receive 

reporting data in a uniform way, reducing any potential concerns 

about data or reporting limitations.

STREAMLINED WORKFLOWS 

Best practice procure-to-pay processes emphasise improved 

controls as a key benefit, and automated workflows support 

effective controls on payments and expense approvals. 

Systems integration for workflows is paramount to achieving 

success in spend management; total transaction management 

platforms streamline workflows to eliminate misplaced or 

misallocated approvals. 



The use of a single total transaction management platform 

again supports streamlined workflows, because it eliminates 

the requirement for users and approvers alike to use multiple 

systems for approvals. Since a total transaction management 

system integrates the data from multiple systems, workflows 

can be coordinated through a single channel, allowing for easier 

processes for both the user and approver.

In addition, as a total transaction management platform covers 

the breadth of organisational transaction and expense data, 

workflows can be streamlined to cover expenses across multiple 

categories of spend in a single workflow. For managers, this 

should decrease the time taken to approve employee expenses, 

and allow for simplified reconciliations of expenses, allowing 

more time to focus on core tasks of management.

AUTOMATION 

Total transaction management eliminates the need for 

paper-based expense management, saving not just time and 

administrative effort, but the environment too. With many 

employee expenses incurred while travelling, the need for 

instantaneous reporting becomes vital, to avoid inefficiencies 

over lost receipts. With the increased use of smart phones, 

cardholders can track expenses through linked expense 

management applications. In addition, once an expense has been 

incurred via a corporate or purchasing card, it is automatically 

imported into the transaction management system for coding 

and approvals. 

Total transaction management systems support automation of 

General Ledger coding for frequent purchases. Should employees 

frequently stay at the same hotel chain while travelling, the 

transaction management system will detect and code these 

transactions to the allocated General Ledger code, to streamline 

the expense reporting process and to ensure expenses are 

tracked and coded appropriately.

For cardholders, automation of payments and approval 

processes allows for greater self service, and eases the 

administrative burden of expense reporting. If expenses are 

available for reporting, and can be reported on the road, this 

means employees can focus on doing their jobs better.

REVENUE GENERATION 

Efficiencies within improved transaction management 

processes across all organisational spend assists in reducing 

the administrative burden of expense reporting and payments 

processing borne by employees, particularly those incurring 

frequent travel expenses. This allows employees to focus on 

core revenue generating business activities to deliver growth and 

greater value to the organisation.

VALUE OF ... GOVERNANCE  

Effective spend management mechanisms and good governance 

foundations should be interlinked in modern organisations. 

The perception that corporate and purchasing cards increase the 

risk of fraudulent activity can be dispelled through tight controls, 

user education and frequent reporting. Total transaction 

management systems can assist organisations in controlling 

and managing total organisational spend, while also enforcing 

company policies.

PRUDENT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

Shareholder (including public taxpayer) responsibility sits at the 

forefront of many organisations’ core objectives – being seen as 

prudent in its financial decisions for both incoming revenue and 

outgoing expenditure sets a strong perception of responsible 

management within the organisation. Employee purchasing 

practices are embedded in this, and ensuring adequate 

protections are in place to detect and prevent fraud are critical 

for maintaining a strong corporate reputation. 

Transaction management supports rigorous financial 

management, through data capture and reporting. Data capture 

through transaction management systems serves not only to 

boost spend data availability, but it also highlights potential 

areas of concern. In particular, transaction management can be 

used as an audit tool through exception reporting. End-to-end 

payment card processes help to identify fraud that would have 

been possible to hide in a manual, offline environment.

In this way, total transaction management supports the 

objectives of in-house Legal Counsel, as well as organisational 

Marketing, HR, Risk and Audit functions, in protecting the 

organisation’s public reputation and avoiding exposure to 

fraudulent behaviour. By restricting potentially non-compliant 

purchasing behaviour, and providing a mechanism for addressing 

and actioning any non-compliant purchases quickly, total 

transaction management systems assist in managing and 

mitigating expense-related risks.



CENTRALISED VISIBILITY AND TRACKING OF EXPENSES 

With the deployment of a single platform for total transaction 

management, the ability to centrally manage and monitor 

expenses becomes much simpler. When applied on an 

international and global scale, the use of a single platform that 

integrates data from multiple systems becomes even more 

attractive. Total transaction management systems provide 

this visibility, and can be scaled to suit your organisation’s 

requirements, be it by geography or transaction type.

Centralised visibility of spend data can lead to improved tracking 

of approved suppliers. Spend volume by particular airline carriers 

or hotel chains, or viewing spend by city pairs for air transactions 

can provide a regional and global perspective on spend with 

preferred (and non-preferred) suppliers, which can then be used 

to support negotiations.

In addition, improved visibility of spend data provides a matching 

mechanism to ensure purchases align with negotiated contracts 

and agreements with approved vendors. Aside from highlighting 

where spend has been allocated to non-approved suppliers, 

this visibility ensures that the organisation receives the 

negotiated benefits from contracts, and promotes accountability 

by both parties.

POLICY COMPLIANCE AND EXCEPTION MANAGEMENT 

Recent high-profile cases of expense misuse, particularly 

within the public sector, have highlighted many of the risks 

associated with poor compliance with expense policies. While 

an understanding of the implications of policy non-compliance 

is critical for successful expense management, total transaction 

management systems can also assist in promoting compliance 

with established policies. Governance maturity, and the 

existence of an internal regime that monitors corporate policy 

compliance, is essential to achieving optimum results from total 

transaction management.

Total transaction management systems have built-in 

functionality that links expense approvals to corporate 

purchasing policies – as a result, strong governance structures 

become a core component of transaction management. 

Exception reports can be generated as required, highlighting 

any purchases that contravene purchasing policies, and these 

expenses can be readily addressed with employees, highlighting 

the correct purchasing procedures.

From an audit perspective, total transaction management 

supports adherence to corporate policies, and provides 

a mechanism for addressing non-compliance. Through 

automation and exception alerts, transaction management 

systems perform an active role in limiting and restricting 

non-compliant spend.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS 

The transition from expense management to total transaction 

management requires a shift in organisational thinking and 

practices around data visibility, data management and how 

staff will make and report their expenses in the future. The 

possibilities for efficiency gains are significant, and successful 

implementation of total transaction management tools can 

provide a shift in the way payments are made and managed. 

In implementing total transaction management, organisations 

should consider a number of factors which will contribute to the 

successful deployment and on-going use of such a system now 

and into the future.

EXPENSE MANAGEMENT VS. TOTAL TRANSACTION 

MANAGEMENT 

Organisations should understand the difference between 

traditional expense management and the new world of total 

transaction management, and the progression that is required 

to transition, before embarking on the journey. Embedding this 

understanding at the executive level is critical to drive 

successful adoption of total transaction management, and to 

realise its full benefits.

UNDERSTAND YOUR SPECIFIC BUSINESS NEEDS 

Embarking on the journey toward total transaction management 

across your organisation requires careful consideration of your 

organisation’s current and future requirements across payments 

and expenses. A progressive, fast moving organisation may have 

an appetite for an accelerated integration of total transaction 

management, supporting all business systems with a single 

implementation. A complex, established firm operating multiple 

systems across multiple regions may instead adopt a modular 

process, bringing additional systems into the total transaction 

management platform progressively. Aligning implementation of 

transaction management with your organisation’s requirements 

will ensure a greater chance of success in achieving total 

transaction management.



HIGHLIGHTING THE BENEFITS AT THE END USER LEVEL 

Just as essential as executive support for total transaction 

management is the support of the users conducting the 

transactions that feed into the total transaction management 

system. Gaining user perspectives on their requirements 

for managing and reporting their expenses, and promoting 

the benefits associated with total transaction management, 

including automation of expense data and pre-approvals for 

certain expenses, will aid the change management process.

DATA SECURITY “IN THE CLOUD” 

The emergence of cloud computing – storing organisational data 

on consolidated servers at offsite data centres – has challenged 

preconceptions of how organisations own and manage their 

data. Total transaction management takes advantage of the 

benefits cloud computing offers, by consolidating information 

across multiple systems into a single platform that sits outside 

the internal organisational I.T. network. Understanding the 

security protocols in place to protect your organisation’s 

payment data, and mitigation plans, is essential for risk 

management and safety reassurance. Managing the cultural 

shift from internal data storage to external data capture, and 

recognising the system and efficiency benefits such a platform 

provides, requires close consideration and recognition of your 

organisation’s appetite for change.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 

A total transaction management platform is designed to sit 

outside your organisation’s current systems. In this way, your 

organisation can continue to operate multiple systems for data 

inputs, as required. A total transaction management platform 

can be a single solution, or it can also capture data across 

multiple platforms, and integrate this into a single system 

for reporting, monitoring and tracking of payments and 

expenses. Systems integration, from an internal business 

perspective, may be a desirable goal to drive efficiency 

within the organisation’s I.T. framework, but is not a prerequisite 

for successful total transaction management.

DATA INTEGRITY 

Access to accurate, timely expense and payments data 

supports the objectives of total transaction management, and 

ensuring the integrity of all data fed into the total transaction 

management platform presents an organisational challenge. 

Particularly, verifying the accuracy of non-card data can present 

challenges to the organisation. Spend analysis and reporting 

via a total transaction management should highlight such 

discrepancies between corporate card and non-card data, 

presenting a compelling business case for increasing spend via 

corporate card channels.



GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES – POSITIONING TOTAL 
TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT FOR THE FUTURE  

With such a considerable value opportunity available to improve 

and transform organisational spend management processes, 

it is worthwhile for organisations to consider positioning their 

spend management systems for greater flexibility into the 

future. Global trends indicate that non-cash purchases, mobile 

wallets and e-currency systems, such as PayPal, will continue 

to grow and shape the retail environment. Addressing these 

changes at an organisational level requires flexibility in payment 

systems that are largely restricted in current transactional 

systems and processes.

Total transaction management is designed to incorporate such 

flexibility, largely in its approach to integrated management of 

data sources through a single platform. This model addresses 

not just multiple payment methods evolving in the payment 

landscape, but the need to incorporate local and global 

spend seamlessly. As commerce shrinks, global visibility and 

management of organisational payments and spend becomes 

more important, particularly through standardised control 

mechanisms and procedures. 

The evolution of payments will demand organisations to 

move beyond reporting as a key driver of process changes 

and opportunities. Embedding the control mechanisms within 

total transaction management allows organisations to use its 

payments and expense data to drive new opportunities. 

In particular, the improved visibility of payments data, alongside 

streamlined processes, will allow organisations to develop 

targeted payment strategies that align specific organisational 

requirements with the most appropriate payment mechanism. 

Such streamlining helps to deliver value across the three areas 

of cost management, process efficiency and governance, and 

streamlines and simplifies processes even further. 

Total transaction management will also serve to lengthen the 

organisation’s procure-to-pay chain. The procure-to-pay remit 

in many organisations ends at the payment process; in the 

new total transaction management environment, seamless 

processes will extend the degree of electronic engagement not 

just between buyers and suppliers, but across new dimensions 

that incorporate payment systems and extend the involvement 

of users and corporate finance in the entire process. While 

some organisations currently provide suppliers with visibility of 

upcoming invoice payments, this will likely become the standard 

within a total transaction management environment.

In all, total transaction management is a progressive frontier 

for managing total organisational spend, and presents an 

opportunity for transforming processes, incorporating spend 

globally within a single system, and delivering standardised 

reporting that goes beyond individual reporting systems. Gearing 

your organisation for future flexibility within expenses and 

payments is a key first step in ensuring sustainable, long-term 

value creation within your organisation.



For more information, contact your Visa financial institution or visit 
http://www.visa.com.sg/business/corporate/spendmanagement.shtml 
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